Observation of theorized glass-to-liquid transitions between lowdensity amorphous (LDA) and high-density amorphous (HDA) water states had been stymied by rapid crystallization below the homogeneous water nucleation temperature (∼235 K at 0.1 MPa). We report optical and X-ray observations suggestive of glass-toliquid transitions in these states. Crack healing, indicative of liquid, occurs when LDA ice transforms to cubic ice at 160 K, and when HDA ice transforms to the LDA state at temperatures as low as 120 K. X-ray diffraction study of the HDA to LDA transition clearly shows the characteristics of a first-order transition. Study of the glass-toliquid transitions in nanoconfined aqueous solutions shows them to be independent of the solute concentrations, suggesting that they represent an intrinsic property of water. These findings support theories that LDA and HDA ice are thermodynamically distinct and that they are continuously connected to two different liquid states of water.
W ater has glassy states, including low-density amorphous (LDA) and high-density amorphous (HDA) ice (1-3). The glass-to-liquid transition in these polyamorphic forms of ice is the focus of theories proposed to explain anomalous properties of supercooled water (4-8). Although supporting experimental evidence exists (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) , it remains controversial as the direct observation of a glass-to-liquid transition has been stymied by rapid crystallization below the homogeneous nucleation temperature (∼235 K at 0.1 MPa).
In general, glasses are nonergodic, noncrystalline solids, in which atoms are fixed to their initial positions for macroscopically long periods of time (16) . As is well known, when stress is applied, glasses can be cracked. Above the glass transition temperature, T g , the ergodic liquid is restored, and the stress-induced cracks in glasses can be healed by the diffusive motions of liquids. Indeed, it has been shown that the crack-healing process is reproducible and correlated with the glass transition temperatures, independent of liquid fragility (17, 18) .
Results
Bulk Water. In this study, crack healing is used to probe the molecular mobility in cryogenic transitions between glassy states of water or between glassy and crystalline states. Cracks do not heal for a sample held within any particular cryogenic solid state, indicating a low mobility in each of these states. Crack healing observed during phase transformations requires a high molecular mobility and is suggestive of an intermediate glass-to-liquid transition in the pathway between solid states. Fig. 1 shows the paths in a schematic phase diagram of water that were used to form and probe LDA and HDA ice. To facilitate vitrification of the bulk state of water, either NaK tartrate [sodium potassium tartrate, 0.9 M; mole fraction (moles salt/total moles) of 0.016 or hydration number R (moles H 2 O/moles salt) of 62] or NaCl (sodium chloride, 1.5 M; mole fraction of 0.027 or R of 37) were added. Although salt additives in water are known to perturb the structure (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) and glass-forming properties (24, 25) of water, insight on the thermodynamic properties of pure water has been obtained from aqueous solutions (6, (26) (27) (28) . Fig. 2A shows crack healing observed during warming of a NaK tartrate (0.9 M) aqueous solution prepared in the LDA state. Cracks made by flexing the LDA sample in a plastic capillary at liquid nitrogen temperature remain intact until 155 K. Above 155 K, cracks begin to heal (Movie S1). In situ X-ray diffraction ( Fig. 2D) shows that the sample is in the LDA state until 155 K, above which it transforms to cubic ice. Fig. 2 B and C show crack healing observed during warming of 0.9 M NaK tartrate ( Fig. 2B ) and 1.5 M NaCl ( Fig. 2C ) solutions prepared in the HDA state (Movies S2-S5). In both cases, crack healing is observed beginning at 120 K. In situ X-ray diffraction (Fig. 2 E-G) shows that crack healing is correlated with the initiation of the phase transition from the HDA to the LDA state. Note that other studies have, instead, observed additional cracking occurring upon phase transformation (29) , likely due to higher heating rates, lack of tube confinement which might suppress rapid sample volume expansion, or different methods of sample preparation (30) (31) (32) (33) . Fig. 3 shows the time-resolved X-ray diffraction of a 1.5 M NaCl solution undergoing a phase transformation from the HDA to the LDA state at several fixed temperatures. Samples were ramped from 80 K to either 120, 130 , or 140 K at the rate of 6 K/min. X-ray diffraction data were collected immediately after reaching the final temperatures. Fig. 3 A-C shows the time evolution of the water diffuse diffraction (WDD, Fig. S2A ) profiles of a 1.5 M NaCl solution during the HDA to LDA transition at 120, 130, and 140 K. The superposition of WDD profiles shows apparent Significance For decades, physicists, physical chemists, and biologists have been tremendously intrigued by the unusual thermodynamic and kinetic properties of supercooled water. Theories have been proposed to account for the properties but these theories remain contentious for lack of experimental evidence. We investigated phase behavior of water at cryogenic temperatures and showed clear experimental evidence that the two cryogenic glassy states of water (high-density amorphous and lowdensity amorphous) undergo glass-to-cryogenic-liquid transitions and they are thermodynamically separated by a first-order phase transition. The results provide insight into the physical origin of the anomalous properties of supercooled water.
isosbestic points. A singular value decomposition (SVD) analysis reveals that the WDD profiles can be mostly reconstructed with two major independent states (Supporting Information). This result suggests that the intermediate states during the phase transition can be expressed as a coexistence of high-density and low-density states, consistent with a first-order phase transition (29) (30) (31) (34) (35) (36) (37) . Note that the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) region (Q = 0.3-0.7 Å −1 ) in the WDD profiles is initially low in the HDA state and gradually rises during the phase transition, indicating the structural homogeneity of HDA ice (38) , increased density fluctuations during the conversion to LDA, and the structural inhomogeneity of LDA ice (21, 22, 28) . This is consistent with an interpretation in which the low-density state emerges within a high-density matrix during the HDA to LDA transition (1).
Time evolution of the primary WDD peak position (Fig. 3D ) was further analyzed to investigate the characteristics of the phase transition from an HDA to an LDA state. The primary WDD peak position is mainly attributed to the O-O correlation in water; hence, it reflects the density of amorphous water. HDA is observed to transform to LDA at each fixed temperature but at different rates. At 120 K the HDA to LDA conversion is still progressing even after ∼2 h, at 130 K the transition is almost complete in ∼ 1 h, and at 140 K the transition completes in less than 20 min. The time evolution of the phase transition can be fitted with an Avrami-Kolmogorov equation (1), which describes nucleation and growth of a low-density state within a highdensity matrix. The Avrami-Kolmogorov fitting suggests that the HDA state completely transforms to the LDA state at these fixed temperatures given sufficient equilibration time (Supporting Information). This result indicates that there is density discontinuity between the high-density and low-density states in thermodynamic equilibrium and supports the conclusion that the HDA to LDA transition involves a first-order phase transition rather than a structural relaxation. Nanoconfined Water. The data shown above were collected from bulk aqueous solutions. Further insight can be obtained from observation of confined water (39) . It has been shown that LDA and HDA states of water can be formed inside the ∼2-4-nm solvent channels that typically riddle protein crystals by cryocooling at either ambient pressure (for LDA) or high pressure (for HDA) (32) (Fig. 1 and Supporting Information). Although nanoconfinement in protein crystals may shift phase boundaries and change dynamics from that of bulk state of water, it has been shown that the confined water undergoes the same phase transitions as bulk water upon warming, exhibiting HDA, LDA, cubic, and hexagonal ice phases (32) (Supporting Information). Notably, upon cryocooling, the formation of crystalline forms of ice tends to be suppressed within the nanochannels of the crystal, favoring instead the formation of the amorphous forms of ice. Therefore, the concentration of chemical additives needed for water vitrification in bulk solutions can be reduced or even eliminated. Water dynamics can also be probed by monitoring changes to the crystalline packing of the protein molecules which may occur along with water phase transitions inside the crystals (40) . Fig. 4A shows the phase behavior of the LDA state of 0.9 M NaK tartrate and 2.7 M glycerol solution (mole fraction of 0.058) inside a protein crystal along with the resultant protein molecular responses. Similar to that observed for the bulk 0.9 M NaK tartrate solution (Fig. 2D) , an initial LDA state of the aqueous solution inside the protein crystal transforms to cubic ice when warmed above 160 K (Fig. 4A, Inset) . The protein crystallographic data show that the crystal unit cell parameters expand isotropically with temperature when protein molecules are deep cryocooled into the LDA state and then heated to 160 K. At higher temperatures the crystallographic axes show divergence in the rate of expansion. This anisotropic divergence indicates an onset of rearrangement of the protein molecules inside the crystals, suggesting that the molecules are imbedded in a flexible environment. Fig. 4B shows the phase behavior of an initial HDA state of 0.9 M NaK tartrate solution inside a protein crystal and the resultant protein molecular response. As for the bulk aqueous solutions (Fig. 2 E and F) , the HDA state transforms to LDA ice when warmed above 120 K. The protein crystallographic data show that the crystal unit cell parameters diverge in their expansion rates above 120 K, and that the divergence is correlated with the HDA to LDA transition. Fig. 4 C and D shows the effect of chemical additives on the phase behavior of the HDA state upon warming inside a protein crystal. As NaK tartrate concentration is reduced to 0.45 M and again to 0 M, the phase transition shifts to lower temperatures overall. However, the divergence in the unit cell parameters is preserved and still correlates with the HDA to LDA transition.
Discussion
We observe crack healing in bulk aqueous solutions and the onset of molecular rearrangement in protein crystals when LDA transforms to cubic ice, both of which require substantial movement of the water molecules. This is consistent with, although not proof of, a liquid-like component arising from the LDA state. This is also consistent with previous reports that LDA ice undergoes a glass-to-liquid transition before transforming to a crystalline ice state (10, 11, 14) . Similar crack healing and molecular rearrangements are observed during the HDA to LDA conversion. This result is consistent with the existence of a liquid-like component arising from the HDA state during the HDA to LDA conversion. This result is also consistent with calorimetric and volumetric studies that suggest the existence of a glass-to-liquid transition of HDA ice before transforming to LDA ice (13, 14) . The possibility of a liquid-like A B crystals does not require the addition of solutes. Although complications can be involved in the interpretations of aqueous solutions and nanoconfined water, our interpretation is that the glass-to-liquid transition of HDA state observed both in the aqueous solutions and in the nanoconfined water is due to the intrinsic properties of water.
Time-resolved X-ray diffraction supports the suggestion that the HDA-LDA transition involves a first-order phase transition. Note that X-ray diffraction produces the same diffraction profile with either a liquid or glassy state of water if the time-averaged internal structures are the same. Hence, the observed first-order phase transition is compatible with a coexisting liquid state of water during the HDA-LDA transition if this liquid is the counterpart of a glassy state of water.
Our results are consistent with the following phase behavior of amorphous water at cryogenic temperatures: When the HDA state is warmed at ambient pressure, it first transforms to a highdensity liquid (HDL) state above the glass transition temperature of the HDA state (T g HDA ). This HDL is metastable at ambient pressure and cryogenic temperatures, and must transform to a more stable form of water. Above T g HDA but below the glass transition temperature of LDA ice (T g LDA ) (Fig. 1) , HDL does not crystallize but rather ends up transforming to an LDA state. The time-resolved X-ray diffraction study suggests that HDL either undergoes a nonequilibrium first-order phase transition to LDA or it first undergoes a nonequilibrium first-order phase transition to the liquid counterpart (low-density liquid: LDL) of LDA, then the LDL transforms to LDA. If the latter scenario is correct, our results suggest that the first-order phase transition observed between the HDA and LDA is actually occurring between HDL and LDL, and furthermore the HDL-LDL transition of water at cryogenic temperatures might be directly experimentally approachable during the HDA to LDA transition at ambient pressure. We also want to mention that a liquid state of water during the HDA-LDA transition would open a new experimental regime to investigate water-protein interactions at cryogenic temperatures, thereby providing insight into the physical origin of water-mediated protein dynamics (42) .
Note that the HDA ice that has been most widely studied is prepared by pressure-induced amorphization of hexagonal ice at 77 K (43) . Depending on the postannealing process, the HDA ice can be further divided into the unannealed HDA (uHDA) and the annealed or expanded HDA (eHDA) (2, 30). Upon warming, uHDA directly transforms to LDA but eHDA first undergoes a glass-to-liquid transition before transforming to LDA (14) . On the other hand, the HDA ice used for this study is made by directly quenching normal liquid water to 77 K under pressure (32, 33, 44) . This HDA (named quenched HDA or qHDA) shows a glass-to-liquid transition before transforming to LDA. Further studies are needed to probe similarities and differences between qHDA and the other forms of HDAs. ) at fixed temperatures (Table S1 ).
Methods
Bulk aqueous solutions were held in polycarbonate capillaries and were cryocooled to liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) at high pressure (200 MPa) to produce HDA ice. The bulk state of LDA ice was induced by annealing HDA ice at 145 K at ambient pressure, then cooling to 77 K. Cracks were induced by bending the capillaries in liquid nitrogen before loading into the X-ray apparatus. Crack healing was observed by optical microscopy. In situ and timeresolved X-ray diffraction data of bulk solutions were collected at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). To study water confined in protein crystals, thaumatin crystals from Thaumatococcus daniellii were used. By volume, a thaumatin crystal consists of 55-60% of water and 40-45% of protein molecules. Protein crystals were cryocooled to 77 K at either ambient pressure or high pressure (200 MPa), to induce LDA and HDA ice, respectively.
To obtain unit cell parameters, complete crystallographic data sets were collected at CHESS and analyzed. Further details of methods are available in the Supporting Information. Sample Cryocooling. To induce HDA ice, capillary samples containing 0.9 M NaK tartrate or 1.5 M NaCl solution were cryocooled at high pressure as described in Kim et al. (33) . Briefly, samples were loaded into the high-pressure cryocooling apparatus, which was then pressurized with helium gas to 200 MPa at ambient temperature. Five minutes later, while still at high pressure, the samples were dropped into a zone at liquid-nitrogen temperature. Helium pressure was then released. Thereafter samples were handled and stored at ambient pressure and at liquid nitrogen temperature before crack-healing observation and X-ray diffraction measurements.
To induce LDA ice, the HDA ice produced by high-pressure cryocooling was annealed at 145 K for 1 h and cooled back to 80 K at ambient pressure. The formation of LDA ice was confirmed by X-ray diffraction. Note that LDA ice could not be obtained in the bulk aqueous solution by directly cryocooling at ambient pressure (instead, hexagonal ice was always induced).
Observation of Crack Healing. To induce cracks inside LDA and HDA ice, mechanical stress was applied to the capillary sample by bending it with forceps in liquid nitrogen. Then the sample was loaded on a goniometer on an X-ray beamline (see the next section for details) under a cryogenic N 2 gas stream at 80 K (Cryostream 700 series cryocooler from Oxford Cryosystems). A cryotong (Hampton Research) was used to prevent sample warming during sample loading.
The temperature of a capillary sample was increased at the rate of 6 K/min. At each desired temperature (5-K steps, starting from 80 K), image snapshots were taken through a beamline optical microscope. At the same time, in situ X-ray diffraction data were collected to probe water phases, as described in the next section.
Crack healing was observed when LDA transformed to cubic ice and HDA transformed to LDA upon warming (see Fig. 2 in the main text and Movies S1-S5). Crack healing progressed when HDA transformed to LDA at fixed temperatures, suggesting that crack healing is related to the phase transition of amorphous water rather than temperature changes (Fig. S1 ).
X-Ray Diffraction Measurement. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the macromolecular crystallography stations A1 (λ = 0.9770 Å, Area Detector Systems Corporation (ADSC) Quantum 210 CCD detector, beam size of 100 μm) and F1 (λ = 0.9179 Å, ADSC Quantum 270 CCD detector, beam size of 100 μm) at CHESS. X-ray diffraction data from the crack-induced samples were collected with temperature steps of 5 K. The distance between the sample and the detector was 200 mm and the X-ray exposure time was 10 s.
A time-resolved X-ray study was performed during the HDA-LDA transition of a 1.5 M NaCl solution at fixed temperatures. Three HDA samples were first loaded at 80 K onto the beamline and then warmed to 120, 130, and 140 K, respectively, at the maximum warming rate (6 K/min). Immediately after reaching the target temperature, X-ray diffraction data were collected. The sample-to-detector distance was 200 mm and the X-ray exposure time was 3 s. Including detector readout and image processing time, 10 X-ray diffraction images were recorded per minute. A total of 1,135 images were collected at 120 K (∼2 h), 549 images at 130 K (∼1 h), and 203 images at 140 K (∼20 min).
The magnitude of the scattering vector Q is given by Q = (4πsin(θ))/λ, where λ is the X-ray wavelength and 2θ is the angle between the incident beam and the diffracted X-rays. The corresponding d spacing in real space is given by d = 2π/Q. X-ray diffraction images of aqueous solutions in the bulk state during warming are shown in Fig. S2 . Note that aqueous solutions in the bulk state undergo the same phase transitions from HDA to LDA, cubic, and hexagonal ice as pure bulk water (11, 34, 45) .
X-Ray Data Analysis: Data Processing. The X-ray diffraction data were azimuthally averaged as a function of Q. The sample-todetector distance was calibrated using the reported peak positions of hexagonal ice (46) . Peak positions for the broad diffraction of LDA and HDA ice from the 0.9 M NaK tartrate and 1.5 M NaCl solutions were determined by fitting a series of three Voigt functions (one each for the diffuse peak from the polycarbonate capillary, the primary amorphous ice peak, and a secondary ice peak) with a quadratic background.
The processed water WDD profiles from X-ray diffraction images are shown in Fig. S2 . 
where P(t,T) is the primary WDD peak position, t is time, τ(T) is a temperature (T)-dependent relaxation time, n is a characteristic parameter which reflects the nature of the transformation, and P ∞ is the primary WDD peak position when t → ∞. The fitting parameters were determined using MATLAB with a 95% confidence bound; they can be found in Table S1 .
The fact that P ∞ is the same as the primary WDD peak position of LDA ice (Q = 1.70-1.75 Å -1 ) suggests that the HDA state completely transforms to the LDA state at these fixed temperatures if the HDA state is equilibrated long enough. This is characteristic of a first-order phase transition.
Assuming that the transition is a thermally activated process, the activation energy barrier ΔE can be determined using the Arrhenius equation
where R is the gas constant and τ ∞ is the relaxation time when T → ∞. The estimated activation energy ΔE is ∼ 40 kJ mol −1 . X-Ray Data Analysis: SVD. If the HDA-to-LDA transition is a firstorder phase transition, the WDD profiles of the intermediate states should be expressed as a superposition of two independent states, i.e., initial (HDA) and final (LDA) states.
SVD analysis was performed to obtain the number of independent states needed to reconstruct the WDD profiles. Fig.  S3 shows the results of SVD analysis on the WDD profiles of 1.5 M NaCl solution at 130 K. It is apparent that the experimental profiles can be mostly reconstructed using the two major independent states from the SVD analysis. One or two additional minor states were detected. We estimate that the additional minor states are due to the structural relaxation of amorphous water upon warming (1, 47), and during the glass-to-liquid transition.
Experimental Details for the Study on the Aqueous Solutions Confined in Protein Crystals
Protein Crystallization and Crystal Handling. The protein crystallization method was modified from that described by Ko et al. (48) and was carried out as described by Kim et al. (33) . Lyophilized thaumatin powder from T. daniellii (catalog no. T7638, Sigma) was used for crystallization without further purification. Crystals were grown at 20°C by the hanging-drop method, with 25 mg/mL thaumatin solution in 50 mM Hepes buffer at pH 7 and a crystallization solution containing 0.9 M sodium potassium tartrate (NaK tartrate) as a precipitant. The crystal space group was determined to be P4 1 2 1 2 (a = b = ∼58 Å, c = ∼150 Å), having a solvent content of 55-60% by volume.
To adjust solvent concentrations in protein crystals, the fully grown thaumatin crystals were equilibrated with 0.9 M, 0.45 M NaK tartrate solutions, and with deionized water (0 M NaK tartrate solution). To reduce osmotic shock, crystals were gradually transferred to the target concentration in 0.1-M steps.
Note that equilibrating protein crystals in deionized water does not necessarily remove all of the chemical solutes in protein crystals. It is still possible that some solute molecules remain in the protein crystals by tightly binding to protein molecules. However, these tightly binding solutes are recorded in the Bragg diffraction in X-ray measurement in the same way that highly ordered water molecules around protein molecules are recorded in the Bragg diffraction. Equilibrating protein crystals in deionized water ensures that there are no solutes freely floating in the solvent channels inside the protein crystals. The solute-free, disordered water molecules in the solvent channel are responsible for the WDD in X-ray diffraction measurement.
Crystal Cryocooling. Before cryocooling of crystals, liquid surrounding the crystals was carefully removed during crystal coating with a mineral oil. The WDD was thus produced almost entirely from the solution inside the crystal. The oil coating also prevented crystal dehydration during cryocooling. To induce HDA ice inside protein crystals, protein crystals containing 0 M to 0.9 M NaK tartrate were cryocooled under high pressure (200 MPa) (33) as in the bulk state of aqueous solution. LDA ice was induced by directly plunging a protein crystal into liquid nitrogen at ambient pressure rather than annealing the pressure-induced HDA ice to 145 K at ambient pressure. This different procedure was because conversion from HDA to LDA seemed to take a much longer time in a protein crystal. The crystals containing only NaK tartrate could not be easily cryocooled to produce LDA ice at ambient pressure (instead, cubic or hexagonal ice formed). Therefore, 2.7 M glycerol was added to the crystal (0.9 M NaK tartrate) to suppress crystallization upon cryocooling.
X-Ray Diffraction Data Collection. The crystallographic X-ray diffraction data were collected at the macromolecular crystallography stations F1 (λ = 0.9179 Å, ADSC Quantum 270 CCD detector, beam size of 100 μm), and F2 (λ = 0.9795 Å, ADSC Quantum 210 CCD detector, beam size of 150 μm) at CHESS. The cryocooled crystals were transferred from liquid nitrogen to a goniometer without sample warming. During data collection, the sample temperature, ranging from 80 to 160 K, was controlled by a Cryostream 700 series cryocooler (Oxford Cryosystems). The sample temperature was raised at the rate of 6 K/min. After reaching a desired temperature, samples were held at the temperature for 3-5 min. The X-ray diffraction data of the protein crystals were collected with temperature steps from 3 to 10 K. At each temperature, two types of data sets were collected. First, to extract the WDD profile, a diffraction image was obtained with 10-15-s exposure time and an oscillation angle of 1°. Then, to obtain unit cell parameters, a complete data set was collected covering 60-90°of crystal rotation. The X-ray exposure time for each frame was 1 s with an oscillation angle of 1°. The data collection parameters were the same for all of the complete datasets from a single crystal.
X-ray diffraction images of protein crystals during warming are shown in Fig. S4 . Note that the aqueous solutions confined in protein crystals show the same phase transitions (from HDA to LDA, cubic, and hexagonal ice) as the aqueous solutions in the bulk state (Fig. S2 ).
X-Ray Data Analysis: WDD from Protein Crystals. Each diffraction pattern from a protein crystal consists of Bragg peaks from the protein molecules in the crystal plus diffuse diffraction rings arising from the oil external to the crystal and water internal to the crystal (Fig. S4) . The underlying diffuse diffraction from the diffraction image was isolated from the Bragg spots by applying a custom polar coordinate median filter to the intensity values of the image. The sample-to-detector distance was calibrated based on the known Bragg peaks of hexagonal ice (46) . To determine the position of the WDD peak, the median-filtered diffuse scattering curves were fit to a series of three Voigt functions plus linear background: one Voigt function at the position of the oil scattering peak, one at the main WDD peak, and a third function at the secondary WDD peak.
The extracted WDD profiles from protein crystallographic images are shown in Fig. S4 .
X-Ray Data Analysis: Crystal Bragg Diffraction. To obtain unit-cell parameters, the complete thaumatin data sets were indexed, integrated, postrefined, and scaled with HKL2000 (49). At each temperature, a sample image snapshot was taken before X-ray measurement, except for 125 and 130 K (arrows). At 125 and 130 K, two sample image snapshots were taken, before and after X-ray measurement. Note that the primary WDD peak positions at 125 and 130 K are slightly shifted down to lower Q value, from the overall transition profile, due to progression of the HDA to LDA transition during the longer holding time at these temperatures (see Fig. 3 in the main text) . (B and C) Crack healing at 125 and 130 K before and after X-ray measurement. Cracks are progressively healed at these fixed temperatures. Table S1 . Fitting parameters of the time-resolved X-ray study Movie S4
